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many complex dynamic systems are fractal → they
display self-similar and scale-invariant behavior

fluctuation patterns at longer time-scales ∼
shorter time scales & measurement does not
depend on the temporal resolution

a irregular information system represented by
time-varying entropy

h = −
K∑

i=1

pi × log2(pi)

pi = Fr(wi)/
K∑

i=1

Fr(wi)

.

- investigate relationship between the
measurement and time scale

- display power-law scaling?
- detect changes in relationship as a

function of external or internal
events

- compare n + 1 system dynamics on
this relationship
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Fractal analysis & persistence

For 1/f2H+1 processes: anti-persistent process: 0 < H < 0.5, short-range correlations
only H = 0.5, and 0.5 < H < 1 persistent process
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Scale-invariant behavior

Many natural and man-made complex dynamic systems are fractal in the sense
that they display scale-invariant behavior – fluctuation patterns at faster
time-scales resemble fluctuation patterns at slower time scales

- 1/f fractal process has a power-law decaying spectral density → ARIMA or
Markov process are bad models

- A 1/f2H+1 process where 0 < H < 1 is a non-stationary random-walk process
w. autocorrelation function (w is the time lag):

r(w) = E(XtXt+w)/E(X2
t ) ∼ w2H−2, as w → ∞. (1)

- X has a power spectral density 1/f2H−1

- H quantifies persistence or memory, where 0 < H < 0.5 is an anti-persistent
process, H = 0.5 is a short-memory process, and 0.5 < H < 1 is a persistent
process.

- interpretation of H depends on characterizing the signal as fGn or fBn.
- fGn: H describes the correlation structure
- fBn: H describes correlation structure for increments
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Detrended fluctuation analysis

Peng et al 1994 method for estimation of H. DFA consists of five steps:
- a random walk process is constructed from the time series:

u(n) =
n∑

k=1

(xk − x), n = 1, 2, · · · ,N, (2)

- divide the random walk process into non-overlapping segments
- determine the local trends of each segment as the best polynomial fit
- extract variance of the differences between the random walk process and the

local trends
- determine average variance over all the segment
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Adaptive Fractal Analysis
DFA suffers catastrophically from discontinuities at the boundaries of adjacent
segments, non-stationarity, and nonlinear oscillatory components. AFA identifies a
global smooth trend by optimally combining local linear or polynomial fitting –
nonlinear adaptive multi-scale decomposition algorithm

- partition into overlapping segments of length w = 2n + 1, where neighboring
segments overlap by n + 1 points.

- fit best polynomial of order M (OLS), combine polynomials in overlapping
regions to a single global smooth trend (yi(l1) and y(i+1)(l2), where
l1, l2 = 1, · · · , 2n + 1,).

y(c)(l) = w1y(i)(l + n) + w2y(i+1)(l), l = 1, 2, · · · ,n + 1, (3)

- w1 =
(
1− l−1

n
)

and w2 = l−1
n can be written as (1− dj/n) for j = 1, 2, and dj

is the distances between the point and the centers of y(i) and y(i+1)

- For window size w and random walk u(i), a global trend v(i), i = 1, 2, · · · ,N,
where N is the length of the walk, the residual of the fit, u(i)− v(i),
characterizes fluctuations around the global trend, and its variance yields the
Hurst parameter H according to the following scaling equation:

F(w) =
[ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(u(i)− v(i))2
]1/2

∼ wH. (4)
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Adaptive Fractal Analysis

By computing the global fits, the residual, and the variance between original
random walk process and the fitted trend for each window size w, we plot log2 F(w)
as a function of log2 w. The presence of fractal scaling amounts to a linear relation
in the plot, with the slope of the relation providing an estimate of H.
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time-varying hurst difference parameter for n.f.s. grundtvig

Time period Age of onset Coarse Fine Behavior
1806-1826 23 H > 0.5 H > 0.5 persistent
1826-1839 43 H ≤ 0.5 H ≈ 0.5 short memory
1839-1845 56 H ≤ 0.5 H < 0.5 anti-persistent
1845-1848 62 H ≤ 0.5 H ≈ 0.5 short memory
1849-1872 65 H ≤ 0.5 H < 0.5 anti-persistent

developmental phases, their age of onset, and dominating dynamic as reflected by
grundtvig’s writings at a coarse and a fine resolution level. the general pattern
indicates decay in the persistence of entropic states as a function of age.
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- media class impacts information dynamics –
advertisements show on-off intermittent
behavior, while newspapers are very
persistent for natural produce and food

- product group-specific causal patterns
advertisement → article : 0.2
article → advertisement : 0.17
advertisement ↔ article : 0.49

- fashion shapes, while produce and energy
dominate
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Trend detection

trend reservoirs (i.e., social media signals that display high trend potential) can be identified by their
relationship between novel and resonant behavior, and their minimal persistence.
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Computational narratology

- global H of story arcs provide an
index of narrative coherence

- narrative coherence: 0.5 < H ≤ 1.0

- local H detects changes in the
narrative

- good narratives balances coherence
to optimize reader motivation
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1 if questions:
2 try:
3 answer()
4 except RunTimeError:
5 pass
6 else:
7 print('THANKS')

THANKS

kln@cas.au.dk
knielbo.github.io

chcaa.io

SLIDES

knielbo.github.io/files/kln_<url>.pdf
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